REGISTRATION FOR CAROL CYPHER CLASSES
Memo

09/10/18

From:
To:
Subject:
Dates:

Babette Borsani
All CBS Members
Carol Cypher Classes
If we have 2 days of classes, our dates will be: Sat. + Sun. March 30-31, 2019
If we have 3 days of classes, our dates will be: Fri.-Sun., March 29-31, 2019
Locations: Forest Lakes Clubhouse, Pooler, GA. Just off SAV/HHI Airport I-95 Exit 104
Tuition*:
2 Days of Classes: Whole Day $98 Half Day $49
3 Days of Classes: Whole Day $91 Half Day $46
* As always, surplus tuition funds after paying all bills will be prorated and
returned to participants.
Material list see last page.
Our visiting teacher this year will be the versatile beading designer and instructor, Carol
Cypher. We have 4 classes, two 1-day classes and two half day classes to offer. We need at
least 10 ladies to enroll in each class to be able to pay our expenses.
The Classes are as follows:
1 Day 6 hours class:

“For Norma Jean”
Combine 2 favorite stitches: peyote and right-angle weave to create interesting chain- links
that connect with an interesting quicker and simpler take on African helix to create this tribute
to Norma Jean. Carol will gift you this “diamond” to show to best advantage by capturing it in a
lacy stitched beaded bezel. Your ”diamond" conceals a secret yet effective closure.
1 Day 6 hour workshop for experienced beaders proficient in at least one beading stitch
below:
peyote, right angle weave, netting, African helix. Materials List or Kit option with advance
notice: all the beads to render one like in photo $40.
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1 Day, 6 hours Class:

“Cosmic Waves Necklace”
This asymmetrical necklace features 5 radiating rings of daggers and a beaded closure that
"screws" into place. Appreciate the unique qualities that peanut beads lend to peyote and right
angle weave projects, making them appear more complex, even layered and allowing for easy
manipulation into curves and waves.
Intermediate level.
Materials List or Workshop Kit with advance notice: $85
pin.

Carol's gift to you A Tulip head-
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Half-Day, 3 hours Classes

“For Cleopatra, Serpent of the Nile”
A highly textured rope composed of rizo and superduo beads (plus our beloved seed beads)
appears to have slithered into a beautiful curve around your neck. The concealed
wire armature allows you to freeze-frame your perfectly comfortable and graceful curve.
Intermediate beaders
Materials List or Kit available with advance notice: $65.
Bring hardware store pliers, if you have, not your good jewelry pliers.
Carol's GIFT for YOU: Wire armature that remains within the bead work.
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“Cascading Drops Necklace”
Peanut beads and Japanese drop beads combine in a most intriguing way to make the chain of this
necklace. Deceptively simple yet complex in appearance.At one end, attach half of a magnetic clasp.
Stitch an elegant ring of drops and crystals to adorn the other end of the chain. Add a
cascading counterweight of drops and small crystal cabochettes.
Make a focal element of a large cabochette, lavishly beaded with drop and peanut
beads to conceal the other half of the magnetic clasp. When it is completed, drop the magnetic end of
the chain through the ring on the far end. Attach the magnetized cabochette, now capped by the ring of
beads. Enjoy learning these techniques that pair peanut and drop beads while composing a fun
necklace.
Half Day Class 3 hour workshop for intermediate beaders.

Material Lists and class kits: All classes have material lists available. Three classes have class kits
which I listed above. If you want a class kit, you need to let me know in advance. At some date, Carol
will ask me how many class kits she needs to make for each class. I will ask one last time; I will then
send her the information. Carol will make only the number I give her. No last minute, extra kits. You will
pay Carol the day of the class for your preordered kit. She accepts cash and credit cards.
If you pay for class(es) and cannot attend, we will save your instructions. If you ordered kit, you are still
obligated to pay Carol for it because she will have made it for you. .
All participants must be members of Coastal Bead Society with the exception for our sister members of
the Hilton Head Beading group. To them, we extend welcome and no membership charge.
Now is the time to register. I begin accepting registration materials at our first CBS meeting on Sept 21,
2018.
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1.

For Norma Jean 2. Cosmic Waves

3. Cleopatra

4. Cascading Drops

Please select the classes below you wish to take and whether you want a kit for that class. Make out a
check or money order to Babette Borsani with a deposit of $5 or $10 for each class you want to take in
order to reserve your seat. I will take payments as long as you are paid in full by March 1, 2019. If the
classes do not make, I will return your check to you. You may give me your check and registration form
or mail them to me at this address: Babette Borsani / 7 Redbud Court/ Savannah, GA 31406 by Nov 15,
2018. If mailing me your registration, please email me so I will be on the lookout for your envelope.
PLEASE PRINT. Put check mark on line for each item you want.

Name: _________________________________________________
Email: _________________________________________________
ONE DAY CLASSES:

Class

Kit

1. For Norma Jean

____

____

2. Cosmic Waves

____

____

3. Cleopatra

____

____

4. Cascading Drops

____

____

HALF-DAY CLASSES

